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Eslie Asbury

Paradox--An Approach ' to Problem-Solving

A budget paper of ten minutes is no place
for a lengthy introduction so let me tell you at
once what I'm going to tell you.
I'm going to point out a few special problems of our times and suggest how and why paradox
is a good way to approach them. Let's look at the
problems.
We are living in fast-changing times,
faster-changing than ever before in history; and the
end is not yet: we are told that the next decade
will doubl e the sum total of human knowledge.
Now there's nothing essentially wrong with
change. Sometimes it's very nece ssary to change;
sometimes it's quite refreshing--if only ~or a change
of scene.
But when change follows upon change with
no opportunity to adjust, it isn't good.
For one thing it's physically enervating.
It's just plain hard work to be forever changing
one 's mind, one's habits. No wonder so many people
these days have that "tired" look.
For another thing too-rapid change is confusing. Pity that poor gal in the supermarket
trying to figure out which is obsolete--the "n~w and
improved enzyme soaker with the blue crystals" or
the "just out, completely different Dirt Disorganizer
with X44 and the green and yellow power drops."
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She's all mixed up.

So are a lot of us.

Of more serious concern are the skept ic~
and opportunism that characterize kaleidescopi c
change in ideas and methods.
When change comes slowly, there is si ~·
ficance to the new concept, the new technizue: :
is different. There's an air of mystery about i~
and a desire for the new to replace our contemp~
for the familiar. But today newness is a blur-- ~
distinction without a difference. Sure, the cry "It's new!" but the response is "So what?" Some
the fun is taken out of living.
And, since one can't count on a long
association with "the new" (a time in' which to
to love or hate it) self-interest dictates: "1won't last long; get it while the getting's goodthe devil take the hindmost." Aren't many of us
the selfish side these days?
My point is that our times are tiring
confusing, humorless, and rather self-seeking.
Paradoxically they are times for grea ~ ___~
and I suggest paradox as the approach that leads
greatness.
To refresh your m'e mory, let me give
Webster's definition of the term: "Paradox--a s--ment or sentiment that is seemingly contradicto r7
or opposed to common sense and yet perhaps is tr==
in fact."
I'd like to elaborate a bit on this
tiona In paradox, contradictories are paired
extremes opposed, and an obvious absurdity is
for acceptance.
For example, the statement is made: "
must love in order to hate." Reactions to thi s
statement might go like this:
"You can't be serious!"
"Oh, but I am!"
"Then I didn't hear you rightly."
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"Oh, but you did!"
"Then I don't understand what you
mean. "
"Oh, I'm sorry; let me explain
myself. "
At that point, almost automatically, there
begins a process of clarification, r ec onciliation,
compromise. This process is enlightening, healing,
unifyingo
The paradox--the seeming contradiction-has served to point out the truth in error. I've
picked out a few exampl es of paradox to illustrate
what I mean:
You remember Dickens' approach to the times
in his Tale of Two Cities:
It was the best of times, it was the
worst of times; it was the age of
wisdom, it was the age of foolishness,
it was the epoch of belief, it was
the epoch of incredulity, it was the
season of light, it was the season
of darkness, it was the spring of
hope, it was the winter of despair,
we had everything before us, we had
nothing before us, we were all going
to heaven, we were all going the
other way.
I like especially these gems from Gilbert
Ohesterton's , Autobiography:
The same rising generation was
lightly tossing about that
pessimism which is possible only
in the happy time of youth.
It was a very good first lesson
in what was also the last lesson
of life; that in everything that
matters, the inside is much larger
than the outside.
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Consider Rothschild' s approach to an ageold problem in his Paradox, the Destiny of Moder~
Thought:
Happiness comes, not when it is
sought, but only when it is put
aside. This is one form of the
paradox of life--that one gets what
one wants from life momentarily,
when one strives for what one
wants in the infinite and will
never have.
Mourant, in his Symbolic Logic is paradoxically pragmatic:
It is a profoundly erroneous
truism, reppated by all copybooks and by eminent people
whenever they are making speeches,
that we should cultivate the
habit of thinking about what we
are doing. The precise opposite
is the case. Civilization
advances hy extending the
number of important operations
which we can perform without
thinking about them.
A final example--from a better authori ~
the Lord God himself, speaking to us in the Book Proverbs, Chapter 26 , Verses 4 and 5:
Do not answer a fool in the
terms of his fol ly, for fear
you grow like him yourselfo
Answer a fool in the terms
of his folly for fear he
imagines himself wise.
(Don't worry if you have to think on t _~~
Victor Reichert told me it had the early Rabbis
climbing the walls .)
What is common to each of these

parado xe~
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Each one brings you up 'sharp, and to an
abrupt ~a~t. You can't start answering ; you can't
start rldlng off rapidly in all directions. You
have to stop--and think. Is there any quality of
an approach to problem-solving more desirable than
this?
.
.
Each one "faces" our thinking in the right
d l rectlon. We want the truth. The contradictories
before us are not the truth; they are extremes of
generalization, and all generalizations are false-including this one. But they do place us at opposing
p erimeters and facing the center. And what is the
c enter? The core of truth. Oh, truthful paradox!
Each of them is inherently stabilizing.
With the contradictories in place, the scale is in
obvious utter imbalance. Imbalance is a repugnant
state. One begins immediately to add or subtract-to reconcile--to clarify--to compromise--to regain
one's equilibrium. Isn't this kind of approach
suited to times which are "out of balance?"
A last--but not final--quality. In every
paradox there is drama--the inherent drama of the
irresistible force meeting the immovable object and,
a s is the case with all inconsistencies, anything can
happen and probably will. But one thing is sure:
there's nothing dull about the paradoxical approach.
Is there anything about paradox which would
make it unsuitable as an approach to problem solving ?
Possibly one thing; a contentious person, inclined
to call "black", "white" just for the sake of argument,
might heighten his contentiousness with paradox.
But, if the amenities are observed, and there is a
smile on one's face as one opens up with an opposing
extreme, the risk is minimal.
Ten minutes is up; I must conclude. How
better than to cite a few truths our paradoxes have
emphasized:
These are neither the best nor
the worst of times; they are
good times--for us to make.
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It's only natural for youth
to be frequently pes s imistic;
they tend to see things as
black or white, as good or bad.
Give them a few more years and
they'll learn, as you and I,
that things aren't all bad nor
(more the pity!) all good.
One's goal--never to be achieved
in a lifetime--is what makes life
worth living .
Acting the fool is ruinous unless
you are trying to help one . The
lyrical partner of a famous
name sake of mine summed it all up:
"A paradox, a paradox, a most
ingenious paradox."
William A.

2

Sulliv~

Environment

To conceive and write a paper (even a
budget) to be read to this august organization 0:
intellectuals, is a frightening experience. My
membership throughout 'the many years since confirmation, has contributed to the awesomeness that
confounds my at tempts to contribute something t h a~
might induce a wakeful audience. The honor inher- in membership of the Literary Club, has been a r ~~.
experience, despite the too frequent reque sts for
a contribution, signed by Dale Osborn, which rep
my de sk with its fearsome connotation. The foll - opinions and personal ideals will probably resul :
a polarization of reactions among this captive
assembly; however, my preconceived concept ofval ue~
which I have attempted to emulate throughout my
career, are in contradistinction to the re sults
surrounding us of the age of technolo gy . At pre s~
we are living in an affluent society unknown to t L:
past, but we are unable to make our environment a
place of beauty, our ci ties a work of art. We se e_
ingly enjoy the products of scientific invention
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created by industrial giants for our physical.comfort. A car, and sometimes two, for every famlly,
a college education for all, eleg~nt clothes,.
travel, expensive movies ?f questlona?le quallty,
a television set for speclous entertalnment, etc.,
etc . I must admit that at my advanced age I frequently
wonder~y I thoughtfully consider spending the
remainder of my life in a small town where the pace
is slower where tensions are minimized, and a more
even bala~ce between culture and technology exists.
Perhaps this is a dream impossible of accomplishment,
but I can not refrain from wondering why, despite
the great expenditure of money and exertion of
political power our cities continue to decay.
Evidently our yalues are oriented toward goa~s other
than beauty. The materialist - mass productlon
philosophy has induced our adoration of the automobile, reflected in our appreciation of new roads
for our cars. We gladly accept the taxes resulting
from the expenditure of billions for super highways,
but one wonders why they are extended through the
heart of our cities, destroying parks and historic
areas such as Lytle Park, and east Fourth Street,
which unfortunately will. never be replaced. Why do
we entrust the deSigning of highways within our
cit ies to highway engineers possessing no interest
what soever in aesthetics. The p ossib ility of enhancing the beauty of our city has been forever
des troye d, because the political autho rities failed
to enlist professional artistic cooperati on with
highway engineers. One can not refrain from imagining
the possibility of Washington Way as a beautiful
parklike border for our city, with the addition of
a well-designed landscaped riverfront. This nightmare of utilitarianism has been further butchered
by the erection of the stadium, which I have
facetiously termed the Colosseum. To assess its
value as an architectural monument before completion
would constitute a lack of courtesy. However its
great size. and prominent location suggest the'unwarran~ed lmportance of professional sports, in a
communlty somewhat noted for cultural interests.
Furth~rmore, we were informed repeatedly that the
locatlon of Crosley Fi eld was a "dead end" which
p oses the question How open ended is the Ibcation
of "The Colosseum" with the "beautiful" concrete
roadways over Washington Way providing entrance?
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Is it possible to avoid traffic confusion? Would
another location have been less costly? More
accessible? Would politicians pressured by busin e~~
interests provide the answers? Any definition app ~~
unnecessary. Returning for a moment to the subj ecof highways and bridges, may I be forgi ven for
insinuating the total lack of aesthetic interest
inherent in the design of the Brent Spence Bridge
and its accompanying overhead roadways. Its elde ~:
neighbor, the Suspension Bridge, not as yet ruineby a double deck, would imply a design conceived
in an era when graceful beauty was an important
consideration, and may I entertain the hope that ~
will remain as an example to those entrusted with
the design of contemplated bridges.
Departing from highways and bridges, bu~
continuing this dissertation on materialist -industrial philosophy, the following quotation fr __
a recent publication will assist the appraisal of
downtown Cincinnati. "It may well be that what WE
have hitherto understood as architecture and what
we are beginning to understand of technology are
incompatible disciplineso The architect who prop;
to run with technology knows now that he is in f a~
company, and that in order to keep up he may have
to discard his whole cultural load, including the
professional garments by which he is recognized a~
an architect. If on the other hand he decides n o~
to do this, he may find that a technological cuI __
has decided to go on without him."

0=

A recent address delivered to a group
architects by a professor of philosophy, seems pe_
nent at this point.

"The architect is first and foremost an
artist, and art is th e product of the most genuine:
personal and human impuls e; it expresses the mo st
original and profound human instincts, passions, sentiments; and it affects equally the most intima-and private affections and dispositions and the
public attitude and sensibilities."
Buildings have always been a concomitanof civilization, and one wonders if we will be thaLtby posterity. Articles in recent publications
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commenting on religious dialogue -confirm the oplnlon
tha t religi on is a private "thing " that can be
celebrated in a living room or garage
Great architectural monuments to the glory of God are not
required, despite the continued interest and enjoyment
of the wonderful creations of the many historic
periods of civili zation . All the great religions
of the world have built monuments which have provided
cultural enjoyment for posterity. The wonderful
gothic Cathedrals built throughout Europe during the
middle ages continue to be a source of study and
wonderment
The extremely complicated engineering
knowledge involved in these huge structures of stone,
dev oid of steel reinforcing, embellished by carved
symbolic ornament and sculpture, magnificent stained
gl ass in lieu of painted decoration, and artistic
examples of carved wood, handwrought me-tal screens,
creating an assembly of craftsmanship unequaled in
man's endeavor to glorify Christianity. Who can visit
the great historic monuments to man's guest of the
supernatural, without making comparisons to contemporary accomplishments? The Egyptian Temple at
Karnak, the Parthenon at Athens, the Pantheon at
Rome, Santa Sophia at Intanbul, the great Mosque at
Cordova, the indescribable temples of India. Civilizat ions are remembered by their buildings, not by
technical or monetary achievements. Hi s toric monuments are always greater thnn mankind who created them,
and these great works of art, the achievements of
past periods of civilization, are so interesting to
our generation, that we travel over the world to study
and enjoy and to gratefully acknowledge these marvelous
expressions of a past culture. One can not refrain
from wondering how posterity will judge the contemporary
efforts of architects, artists, and mUSicologists.
0

0

We destroyed Wesley Street with its nineteenth
century houses but have fortunately decided to restore
Dayton Street. Mt. Adams has fascinated me ever since
my return to Cincinnati. Its artless old houses ,
many of them restored, are perched upon a hilly
p~omon~ory overlooking the ctty, surmounted by an
hlstorlc Monastery and a simple church tower. An
enchanting adjunct to our city, if a monstrous human
~iling cabinet had ~ot been allowed to forever destroy
lts unusual aesthetlc value. I can not imagine the
French permitting a high rise apartment to be erected
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atop San Michel.
I -should like to compliment the designer
(if any) who conceived our new Fountain Square P l~
but I can not refrain from a comparison with the
beautiful artistically designed square in the hea:
of Pittsburgh. Evidently those in authority were
compelled because of economic and materialist considerations, to permit our plaza to be bordered
a 32 -story architectural concept of monotonous
verticality, and a drab uninteresting bank build j~~
faced by an uninspired concrete overhead pedestr° Ewalk. I have been unable at thitl time to determi::how one enters the bank. Finally, a well known
artist remarked that the historic old baroque fo ~
tain was the only note of beauty in the entire
esplanade. Before reversing this gloomy dissert a~~
upoo the apparent lack of interest in beautifying
our city, may I reque s t my audience to join me i n
assessing the lack of artistry in the Formica bui~ - 
ing at Fourth and Walnut, and many of the new add:tions to the University of Cincinnati. What a
conglomeration of offense to one 's concept of be a~
Before terminating this dreary personal opinion 0 =
our environment, may I take this opportunity to
gratefully thank those responsible for our contin-enjoyment of St. Peter in Chains Cathedral, the
Jewish Synagogue, Taft Museum, Dayt on Street, our
lovely parks, and City Hall, despite its questio ne~
architectural quality.
One final quotation from Will Durant's
Lessons of History - "The debasement of art is of
course not unquestioned; it is a matter of subje c ~~
judgment; its meaningless blotches of color, its
collages of debriS, its Babels of cacophony are
doubtless imprisoned in our past, run dull to the
courage of experiment. If art now seems to los e
itself in "bizarreries" thi s is not only because - is vulgarized -by mass suggestion, but also because
it has exhausted the possibilities of old school s_
and forms and flounders for a time in the search =new patterns and styles, new rules and disciplines.
Edward J. Schul te
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Rare Moments in Club History

New members soon learn the high lights of
the Club's history, but few have knownfue full
story. It lies in the activi~ies o~ its members,
t he ir impact on the club, thelr achlevements of
local and national significance and the 1500 bo~ks
they have written. To do it justice w?u~d requlre
a man acquainted with the club's tradltlons and
oral iegends, who would spend months researching
the minutes, the 10,000 papers, the guest book, the
memorials, and such outside sources as old newspapers,
diaries, and biographies.
A full paper could be written on the
Rena issance of the Club in 1864 when 42 leading
c i tizens were made new members through the efforts
of Reuben Stephenson, Charles Dexter and A.T. Goshorn,
who later was knighted by Queen Victoria for his
direction of the Philadelphia Exposition.
The lifelong devotion of Rutherford B.
Hayes to the Club is also a lengthy story which is
better told in Williams' Biography than in our own
r e cords. Hayes never lo 's t touch with the Club and
gave two dinners for it in the White House, the first
for some 16 members and ex-members living in Washington,
and the second, the "watery" one for the Cincinnati
memb ers and their wiveso Hayes took several members
to Washington but some were already established
t here in distinguished careers including Cleveland
Abbe who, at the Abbe Observatory, started the first
da ily weather reports and later developed the U. S.
Weather Bureau; Ainsworth Spofford who directed and
ma de the Congressional Library, and Dr. Billings,
famous Librarian, founder of the Index Medicus and
President of the A.M.A'••
President Taft also entertained the Club,
but he sent a limited number of invitations. The
secret was so well kept that some members never knew
of it and, as far as I can find, this will be the
only mention of it in our records.
These were noted events but many of our
best moments were provided by famous guests, some
of whose names are not in the guest book, including
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Dr. ~.J. Mayo, Charles Raven, Chancellor of Oambr ~
CaSSIUS M. Clay, Ralph Waldo Emerson, and others.Some came.befor~ the guest book and some were no t
even m~ntl~n~d In the minutes but the circumstan ce~
of t~eIr VISItS have been handed down to us oralland In the written reminiscences of the members. ~
No non-member, however famous, has ever read the
paper but many have spoken informally.
We are indebted to a paper by Dr. Carr
for proof that we once crossed the color line. EE
vividly recalled Booker T. WaShington, who, after
the regular paper, made ~n impressive address in
which he described at length the program at Tuske&-and throughout, Dr. Carr said, asked nothing for
his race other than a chance to obtain an educati -_
Dr. Carr also mentioned th8 visit of Joachim Mil l~
"Poet of the Sierras", who recited his "Bird" poe=
and told of his mountain home. Guests such as Os-Wilde before his disgrace, Opie Read, Thomas Henry
Aldrich, General Noyes, Wa.lter Hines Page, and ot:::.deserve a full paragraph
0

Joe Jefferson was a frequent guest afte_
his performances at Pike's Opera House, and Charl~
Wilby often spoke ofhim. During the last 4 year s
of Mr. Wilby'S life, the writer frequently called
for him at his home in Walnut Hills and carried ~
to the Club. On one of these trips, he recounted
the time Jefferson was introduced to Judge Yaple, .;;.
great wit, who loved to look like Shylock. The
great actor stood amazed at the resembla.nce a.nd
forthwith offered him the part in his upcoming
"Merchant of Venice". Concealing his pleasure,
Yaple said" rather sternly, "Sir, you were intro d:;. ~
as Joe Jefferson. I assume your real name is JO S€~
' and-r-am surprised you don't use this famous name _
whether you deserve it or not". Jefferson admitt e:.
his defeat and drank many toasts to Shylock and
Josepho At a later meeting it is recorded that
Judge Yaple used this non-sequiter to squelch Joe
Wilby in a business meeting.
Cassius M. Clay, the "Lion of Whitehall .
was present at the 4th anniversary dinner. The
presses on which he printed the "True American" habeen forcibly moved to Cincinnati and he was the
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guest, probably of his Yale fri~nds, bu~ there is
no record of his remarks that nl ghto Slnce Hayes
was President of the Club and Salmon P. Chase also
present, it is easy to guess that slavery was the
k eynote.
The authors two rarest moments were the
visits of Amos Alonzo Stagg in 1926 and Victor
Re icherts' recent gu est, Robert Frost. Mr. Stagg,
Wa lter Camp's fir st "All American", and still in
his prime, told u s of his long tenure under President
William Ra iney Harper and correctly predicted the
demise of his Y.M.C.Ao kind of football. There was
a physical resemblance between these men, and both
were long lived. "Teetotaler" Sta gg lived to be
ov er a hundred but Frost made it only to ninety,
possibly because of his drinkingq Fro s t, a ged 86,
h a d two martinis before dinner and listened attent i vely to the paper. In his talk afterwards he said
t h e difference between Victor Reichert and St.
J erome i s that St. Jerome studied the Old Testament
to show how much one needed the New whil e Reichert
studies the Old Te s tament to prove you can get along
wi thout the New. He also r e cited a favorite couplet
"Forgive me, 0 Lord, my little Jokes on Thee, and
I shall forgive your great big joke on me". In the
guest book he wrote, "I dared not be radical when
young, for fear of becoming conservative when old".
On one of the greatest nights in its
history, the Club had two famous guests, the lifelong abstainer, George Cable of "Creole Days" fame
and Mark Twain who loved his liquor. After the
r egular paper, Cable spoke briefly and was followed
by Twain, who spoke only about Cable, first praiSing
his literary genius, then kidding him unmercifullyo
"Gentlemen", he said, "You don't realize you are
harboring a ferocious man. In his hometown, the men
fear for their lives, as well as their wives". All
of which Cable seemed to enjoy until Twain asked the
Club never to invite him again with Cable, because,
h e said, "this man drinks so much there isn't enough
l eft for me!" At this, Cable, liv id with rage,
jumped to his feet and said, "Sam, you are a liar!
I have never in my life touched a drop of your poison"o
The secretary reported that it took quite
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a time to cool out Cable and convince him that Twa=was joking and also indirectly apologizing for h iE
own overindulgence.
There was a greater uproar one ni ght,
when, in the only instance of its kind in the Cl u~
the German consul, a member, accused the reader _
plagiarism. The stricken one sat silent but Say_:
Hinkle, and Farny instantly jumped to their feet
all talking at once in his defense and Henry Far~
using a common forensic ploy of the time, challe ~=
the Oonsul to an unconsummated duel. The argumer was continued at several meetings until it was
resolved that the writer was innocent and that t _=
Consul had made a reasonable mistake!
The Olub's greatest coup was brought 0==
in its very first year when it induced Ralph Wal- Emerson to come here for a series of 5 public
lectures. The members a ll bel onged to the Young
Men's Mercantile Library Association and to attre- more attention than the Young Literary Club coulprovide, the lectures were advertised under the
auspices of the better known organization.
Emerson never met with the Club, but ~=
Club met twice with him. One day they took him
a wine drinking 'picnic to Fort Ancient and on a
Sunday night they gathered in his suite at the ~~~=
House. Hayes in his diary says the three hour
session was almost entirely devoted to London C_ ~
and English writers. In the fashion of the day
Emerson had spent more time in England than wes
Boston and knew all the British literary figure s.
His favorite club was the Athenaeum and his fay _:..
writers were Shakespeare, Wordsworth and Scott ~~
he called truly c~eative, adding that we had ne v ~
had a single creative genius. The disCUssion e -=:..
on the inevitable Transcendental note. When as ke~
about his new anti-puritan, Unitarian philosophy _
Emerson seemed vexed and dismissed it by saying - - the Transcendentalist was a true and self relian ~
man with his own brand of immortality.
They had guaranteed only his expenses,
but were able to give him $560.00 and he seemed
delighted, saying he would place it with his bro t ~ -
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a broker in New York .
put into a profitable

The lecture series also was
bo~k.

At the Fifth Anniversary dinner, a delightful imaginery letter from Emerson was read by artist
Ben McConkey. Here is the gist of it:
"Gentlemen" ,
I accept your kind invitation to eat
supper with you at your fifth anniversary celebration.
I do not mean I shall leave Concord by steam and
rail and present myself at your feast in person.
That would be a mere sensuous performance. Hence
you perceive I accept in the transcendental sense,
the only practical sense , for the ideal alone is,
and the actual is not . Therefore,! and not I~
sha ll eat the supper and though you shall seem to
pay for it, yet not you ! I Rhall pay for it. Of
course, the pecuniary consideration would be of no
moment to you , as I am well aware, having myself,
on a former occasion, furnished suppers fit for the
Gods which the Cincinnati public accepted, nearly
gratis.
P.S. Man is an endogenous Microcosm! ".
Obviously fake lettero from Carlyle and
Thackeray were also read later in the evening, but
the Emerson spoof at first took in some of the
audience including Henry Blackwell. Mr. Blackwell,
a long time member, was ma rried to the feminist Lucy
St one, a native of Massachusetts and friend of Emerson.
He was proud of his famous wife and wrote papers
i n favor of woman "sufferage", and suffrage, but he
hated always to be introduced as the husband of
Mrs . Lucy Stone and was one of those against participation of women in any club affair.
Before the Civil War we met each week
t hroughout the whole year and the big event of the
summer was an informal Fourth of July outing, with
patriotic speeches. When summer meetings were
abandoned, an outing on the last meeting in June
became a permanent substitute. Preceding the Fourth
of July celebrations, there were annual arguments
culminating in a close vote on liquor versus women.
I f the drinkers won, it was unthinkable to invite
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the wives but when the dry Hayes forces prevailed,
the ladies participated. Fifty years later there
were three wineless Ladies Receptions in the club
rooms, but it was eighty odd years before the firs~
woman ever attended any part of a regular meeting.
She was the widow of member Everhard Jack Appleton.
a poet and newspaper writer, whose family had
donated Harvard's Appleton Chapel . When the chapl e
was razed, Harvard sent one of its stained glass
windows to Mrs. Appleton. She gave it to the club
where it was placed in the wall of the Library and
no one could think of an excuse to keep her away
from the dedication.
There have been humorous papers on Ladie s
v is-a-vis the Club, but it was a twice divorced,
newly married member who coined a certain class if ication* of women . The president, on behalf of the
club, publicly extended congratulations to him on
his third venture, whereupon the much married membe_
rose and sa1d, "Gentlemen, many of you are curious
to know why I had to shuck two wives before finding
an ideal mate. The explanation is simple. My fir swife was a Blond, over-sexed chorus girl and my
second was that frigid, Grandin Road intellectual.
The first was all ass and no class and the second,
all class and no ass.
To be continued.
Eslie Asbury

* Footnote:

This incident was apochryful, not in
our records.

